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        Translation from Georgian


        Georgian is the official language of Georgia and the mother tongue of 4 million speakers.
 500,000 Georgians abroad (especially in Turkey, Iran, Russia, the United States, and Europe) speak Georgian.

        
    Translation Services


    This is the list of translation services offered by 001 Translations Agency into or from this language.


    
        	Legal Translation	Website Translation
	Technical Translation	SAP Translation
	Commercial Translation	IT Translation
	Scientific Translation	New Technologies Translations
	Medical Translation	Sustainable Development Translation


    




    Target Languages


    If the target language (language of destination) you are looking for in your translation project is not in this list, contact us for a customized answer.

    

    
        	Afghan
	Afrikaans
	Albanian
	Amharic
	Arabic
	Armenian
	Azeri
	Basque
	Belarusian
	Bengali
	Bosnian
	Bulgarian
	Burmese
	Cambodian
	Cantonese

	Catalan
	Chechen
	Chittagonian
	Croatian
	Czech
	Danish
	Dari
	Dutch
	English
	Estonian
	Fang
	Filipino
	Finnish
	French
	Galician

	German
	Greek
	Gujarati
	Hebrew
	Hindi
	Hungarian
	Icelandic
	Indonesian
	Iranian
	Irish
	Italian
	Japanese
	Khmer
	Korean
	Kurdish

	Laotian
	Latin
	Latvian
	Lithuanian
	Macedonian
	Malay
	Maltese
	Mandarin
	Marathi
	Moldavian
	Moldovan
	Mongolian
	Montenegrin
	Nepalese
	Norwegian

	Pashto
	Persian
	Persian
	Polish
	Portuguese
	Punjabi
	Romanian
	Russian
	Sanskrit
	Serbian
	Simplified Chinese
	Sindh
	Sinhalese
	Slovak
	Slovenian

	Somali
	Spanish
	Swedish
	Sylheti
	Tamil
	Telugu
	Thai
	Tigrinya
	Traditional Chinese
	Turkish
	Ukrainian
	Urdu
	Valencian
	Vietnamese
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